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ABSTRACT

The projective invariants in a conformal Finsler space have been studied by Misra [5].
Studies have been carried out by Sinha [8] in regard to certain tensor and scalar which are invariant
under projective transformation in a Finsler space. They have been the subject of further investi-
gation by the present authors following the approach of Misra [5].
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1. INTRODUCTION

Let F n be an n-dimensional Finsler space with the positively homogeneous metric func-
tion F(a;*,i*) ^of degree one in a;'1*. The entities gij(x,±) =?j 6i$jF2, where $,- stand for the
operator d/dz1 , constitute the covanant components of the metric tensor of Fn, the covanant com-
ponents of the metric tensor are given by gi}(x,x) which satisfies gii(x,x)g}k(x,x) = 6k. Clearly
the metric tensor is symmetric and positively homogeneous function of degree zero in a:1'*. The
metric resulting from two distinct metric functions F(x,x),F{x,x) which satisfy the requisite
conditions of a Finsler space and F (x , i ) = e f fF(x, x) are said to be in the conformal correspon-
dence. It has been shown by Knebelman [2] that the scalar function a = a(r*) is independent of
the directional arguments. The corresponding metric tensor of the two metrics then satisfies

gif(x,x) = e2agij(x,±); gij(x,x) = e-2a(x,±) . (1.1)

The space Fn with the entities F, g^ etc. is called the conformal Finsler space [6], [7], the following
entities of the conformal Finsler space have been derived in [4] (p.225 and pp.187-188):

&ik{x,x) = GjjtCi.i) -ardjdkB* , (1.2)

G)kh(x,±) = G)kh(x,x) -<JrdjdkBhB
ir (1.3)

where a r = drv and Bir(x, x) = \ F2gir - xixr

2. PROJECTIVE INVARIANTS IN Fn

Let us consider the projective change

&(x,x) =G\x,x) -P(x,x)x{, (2.1)

where P(x,x) is an arbitrary homogeneous scalar function of degree one in £'•*. The entities
remaining unchanged under this change are called the projective invariants. For instance Sinha [8]
defined:

A\ = x}k) - -±— (crux's} + cr^x* + cr^x*?) {21a)

where X* is independent of directional arguments and X^ is the Berwald's covanant derivative
which is defined as under

i

A* = Xnt> - ^ y (&iXk + GrrkXi + CfaXj**) (2.3)

(x{, i1) is called line-element and defined by (x , x).
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^am-Glk (2.4)

where X*fl| (a = 1,2, . . . , n) are the contravariant components of any orthogonal ennuple which is
independent of directional arguments. Similarly, Aa|, are the covaiiant components of any orthogo-
nal ennuple, which is function of positional coordinates only. The tensors Cl

a,k, C*>j. and the scalars
Sabc\ and Sb\ are defined as under Sinha [8]

i + crrks* + Gr
r}k + crrJktf) (2.5)

6

Sabc\ = uabc - l ( ^

2: (fi 6 ) ^ i x > 5 G ; ' (2.76)

(2.7 c)

where â6c is Ricci coefficients of rotation given by

^KuM^ (2.7d)

such quantities remain invariant under the projective change (2.1) when these parameters are sub-
jected to a conformal change given by (1.1) they do not remain unchanged indeed their variation
under (1.1) is exhibited by

Theorem (2.1) Corresponding to the projective invariants A{ and A{k of Fn, the entities

A\ = A\ - omXi[fydkB
im - (n+ l)-l{drdjBrm6i + d^&B™*'}] + -^r-anbrbkB

rmXi

n (2.8a)

(2.86)
are projective invariants of Fn.

Proof Let the Ak and Aik map over Ak and Aik respectively under conformal change, therefore
by analogy with (2.2a) and (2.3) we have

and

in view of (1.2) and (2.2a), (2.2b), (2.3) these equations reduce to (2.8a) and (2.8b). Since A\ and
Aik are invariant under (2.1) so are Ak and A{k in Fn.



Theorem (2.2) Corresponding to the protective invariants Bk of Fn, the entities

Bk = Bk- I \a]i Va| amdj6hB
im + om6ABrm (2.9)

are projective invariants in Fn.

Proof Let the Bk map over Bk under the conformal change therefore in analogy with (2.4), we

have

in view of (1.2), (2.4) and (2.2b) this equation reduces to (2.9), since Bk are invariant under (2.1)

so are Bk in Fn.

Theorem (2.3) Corresponding to the projective invariants Cx
a,k of Fn, the entities

Cl\k = Ci]k -<rmya|[djdkB
im -(n+ 1)-1 {drdjBrm8i + drdkB

rm8} + 9 r9,^S r m±*}] (2.10)

are projective invariants of Fn.

Proof Let CV map over C*a\k under the conformal change, therefore in analogy with (2.5), we
have

in view of (1.2), (2.5) and (2.2b) the above equation reduces to (2.10), since CLk are invariant under
(2.1). So are C*|fc in Fn.

Theorem (2.4) Corresponding to the projective invariant Sabc of Fn, the entities

sabc = s a b c - c T ^

+ Xk
cl drBkB^Sta}] - ^TjKl H *c\ OMAB™** (2.11)

are projective invariants of Fn.

Proof Let the Sabc map over Sabc under the conformal change therefore in analogy with (2.7a)
we have

X* fi^ft.) - - L - X { , A6|l. X*, ^ f c ± *

in view of (1.2), (2.7a) and (2.7d), this equation reduces to (2.11) since Sabc are invariant under
(2.1). So are 5o6c in Fn.
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